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SME Department Small and medium enterprises around the world need
Online ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~more sustainable local sources of finance. Left, women

water their plants in a locally owned nursery in Senegal.
Above, an SME in Mexico makes use of new information
technologies.

Id~~~ There is a false perception that the SME businesshangi C ou is by definition loss-making. This is simply not the
case. Yes, the SME business is a risky one, but there

PAGE An interview with IFC's Assaad Jabre are financial institutions out there that demonstrate

that it can also be good business. For example,
IFC has discovered that its efforts to assist SMEs Business Partners in South Africa is completely
are much more effective when organized through local focused on making SME loans and equity invest-

MeetVietnam.com financial intermediaries than when carried out through ments, yet it earned more than $13 million in
direct investments. IFC is therefore moving to cut back profits last year. As far as IFC is concerned, we
its program of direct investment in SMEs and will need to make sure that the projects we finance

focus instead on intensive efforts to help local banks, are financially viable and have strong development
equity funds, leasing companies, and other financial and poverty-reduction impacts. If they are not
intermediaries provide finance for SMEs. Assaad Jabre, financially viable, whether we are investing in
IFC's vice president for operations, discussed the SMEs directly or via intermediaries, we send the
evolving strategy with SME Focus. wrong signals.

PAGE

Q. When seeking to help small enterprises, how, does Q. In October 2000 you visited China. What was
IFC balance bottom-line business considerations with your sense of the SME sector there?
development impact or poverty reduction issues?

Partner A. I was impressed by the emergence of the
Profile: FUNDES A. Basically, I see no contradiction between profitabili- domestic private sector in general. IFC recently

ty and development impact. I don't know of any loss- released a study on the growth of the private sector
making project that has a strong development impact. in China, done with the help of Australian and
Indeed, I strongly believe that loss-making projects are Chinese academics and financed by the Australian
a drain on the economy of the country concerned and government. It shows that the private sector
are not a solution to poverty, represents 33 percent of GDP-over 50 percent

See CHANGING COURSE, page 2
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CHANGING COURSE, from page 1 SMEDepartment Online

if we include agriculture-and that it is mostly Bookmark our new Web site at
-+ made up of SMEs. This is a remarkable achieve- www.ifc.org/sme

ment given that the private sector was only
declared constitutional in 1999. Donors, partners, and entrepreneurs around the wc r Id

have a new forum for sharing information on SME

Q. What role do you see those Chinese SMEs nac tiviti es and resources December, emphasizes tools
playing? coordination, and capacity building for small busine.s

development worldwide. Highlights of the site include:
A. The emergence of the domestic private sector,
primarily SMEs, is going to be crucial to alleviating Resources for e-business entrepreneurs, including
the negative effects of the transformation of advice on managing a business, financing, finding

new markets, outsourcing, and registering in a
state-owned enterprises. It can create business directory.

new jobs and help mitigate the impact
of unemployment. We need to nurture * The SME Department's role, staff, and organizatio
the development of this sector and help regional programs, project development facilities,

pilot projects, and country mapping. Department
it grow even faster and better. This is publications and press releases are posted at the site
especially the case in the western
provinces, which lag in terms of GDP * Information on applying to the SME Capacity
per capita and other criteria. Building Facility, which supports innovative project-

and partnerships.

We're proceeding with an equity invest- . Donor contact information, funding plans, and
ment in the Sichuan SME Investment meetings with SME Department staff.
Fund, a $30 million fund aimed at
providing equity to SMEs in Sichuan, one * Information on partner institutions, plus a discussic

Assaad Jabre, IFC of the largest western provinces. Our partners in forum with SME Department staff and a link to the
Vice President for this fund include New York Life, DEG of Germany, World Bank's SME Global Gateway.

Operations. and Norfund of Norway. It is run by a U.S.-based . Links to sites related to e-business news and
manager specializing in small business, Small development.
Enterprise Assistance Funds. We think we have the
right combination: good market potential, private The new external Web site complements the intranet
participation, and an experienced manager. While site available to World Bank Group staff, announced

in the last issue of SME Focus.
the amount of money is small, this project can ::
show other investors that the local SME sector is Visit us soon at www.ifc.org'sme
viable and that good investment opportunities f ;. * g ;._
exist in Sichuan. We're also working with donors :
to develop an SME business support facility in SM -v

Sichuan that will build local business capacity,
provide technical assistance to entrepreneurs, and -

strengthen financial intermediaries.

Q. IFC has long made direct investments in SMEs. eai
How successful have those been?

A. We have not done as well on direct SME
lending and equity investment as we would have

SME FOCUS liked. IFC does not have retail operations set up

is published quarterly by the around the world, and we don't have many working instead through financial intermediaries, is
World Bank Group services and products to offer our clients such as that more effective?
Small and Medium Enterprise
Department deposit accounts, overdrafts, or wire transfers.

Consequently, our ability to engage with those A. One of the criticisms was that in the past, the
Washilgton, DC 20433 USA clients is limited. Plus, we approached them much money we channeled through intermediaries didn't

the same as we do larger businesses: by providing really go to SMEs, but to larger enterprises instead.
long-term loans of relatively substantial amounts This was the case in some projects where we tried,

Editors: Catherine Sunshine, in relation to their size. This was not always the unsuccessfully, to force intermediaries lacking
Rob Wright

Design: studio grafik, Herndon, VA appropriate way of doing things. interest or experience in SMEs to become involved
Newsletter coordinator: Luljeta Tola in this sector. On the other hand, many of the

For further information or to Q. When IFC wholesales its SME investments, lines of credit we set up to help SMEs have
reques additional copies:
L.Tola, (202) 458-7562 See CHANGING COURSE, page 7
E-mail: Ltola@ifc.org



U.S. and Vietnamese partners sign documents launching <

MeetVietnam.com in Hanoi, November 2000.

from Vietnamese suppliers. Buyers will benefit from 24-hour

online access to shipping, insurance, and quality assurance
companies. The online transaction platform will provide

assistance with business negotiations, transactions, and t'' 4

.. . i,iS | ~~fulfillment. i

MeetVietnam is backed in part by $300,000 in seed capital

from the World Bank Group's SME Capacity Building
Facility (see below). It was started by the creators of

MeetChina.com, a San Francisco-based company whose

MeetVietnam*om similar forum for local businesses in China has helped 62,000
AA eetVietnam.com SMEs boost exports over the last two years. With help from

E-marketplace to increase MPDF, a franchising model was developed, bringing in
MeetChina as sponsor of the new Vietnam company

business for Vietnamese SMEs alongside local partners. Revenue sources include member-

ship and advertising fees and electronic storefront design
For Vietnamese entrepreneurs, opportunities for exporting services, among others. As the electronic transaction platform

have never been better. A new bilateral trade agreement is becomes operational, revenues increasingly will be generated

expected to double trade flows with the United States over by transaction fees collected from buyers.

the next two years. A long-planned stock exchange is finally

in place, and the Vietnamese government is increasingly Internet access is low in Vietnam. But the sponsors have

acknowledging the key role of small businesses in economic worked successfully in China via phone, fax, and personal

growth. Even so, exporting seems a distant prospect to many visits, and they expect to do the same in Vietnam. Local

of Vietnam's emerging entrepreneurs. Most are cut off difficulties with supplier connectivity will be overcome

from prime markets, lacking access to all-important trade through a large off-line support system that will assist

facilitation services. registered Vietnamese sellers with orders and other

communication with buyers.
Ready to fill this void is a new Internet portal,
MeetVietnam.com. Based on a successful model from "Although the first private companies emerged less than a

China, it provides a "discovery to delivery" e-marketplace decade ago, there are already 30,000 of them in Vietnam,"

connecting Vietnamese SMEs with potential buyers overseas. said Ms. Dinh Thi Hoa, CEO of MeetVietnam. "We expect

Pioneered by the Mekong Project Development Facility to offer these companies their first direct exposure to over-

(MPDF), MeetVietnam will let Vietnamese SMEs display their seas markets."
goods and services online through virtual "storefronts," while
overseas buyers search for products and procure online For more information: John Mckenzie (jmckenzie@ifc.org).

NEW FACILITY SEEKS INNOVATIVE PROJECTS
The World Bank Group's SME Capacity Building Facility (CBF) supports At its second meeting on December 7, 2000 the CBF approved

pilot projects and partnerships that foster SME development world- support for several new projects. Acci6n International, a

wide. Launched in September 2000 with $7.1 million in funding from microfinance pioneer in Latin America, will expand its proven

IFC, the facility expects to fund 20 to 40 projects in its first year. service model to Africa. BASIX, one of the first private sector

Projects must address the key needs of SMEs: capacity building, financial institutions targeting India's rural poor, will receive

information and technology, access to capital, and improved business technical assistance funding for its institution-building needs.

environments. In addition, they must be: A project with world-class firms like Pricewaterhouse Coopers

and Computer Associates will help underserved South African
INNOVATIVE: having novel features and starting on a pilot basis communities and entrepreneurs gain access to new communica-

PARTNERSHIPS: engaging external partners tions technologies.

CAPACITY BUILDERS: developing local-level capacity to support SMEs

REPLICABLE AND SCALEABLE: adaptable and expandable to multiple

applications For more information, visit www.ifc.org/sme

SUSTAINABLE: possessing long-term potential or contact Katia Macedo (kmacedo@ifc.org).

STRATEGIC: aligned with the World Bank Group's SME pillars and
carrying other benefits.



Nearly 60,000
Cambodian entrepre-
neurs like this lotus
farmer have been
helped by ACLEDA
Bank, Cambodia's
leading provider of
microfinance.

The SME facilities that IFC manages in partnership with bilateral donors are taking an
increasingly active role in helping local financial sectors work with micro, small, and medium
enterprises. In Cambodia, for example, the Mekong Project Development Facility provided
crucial support for the launching of ACLEDA Bank. In Kosovo, the newly formed SEED
(Southeast Europe Enterprise Development) is working to steer finance to firms that can
assist the country's recovery. And in South Africa, the Africa Project Development Facility is
helping a local financial intermediary reach many more small businesses through three new
SME equity funds. Three reports from the field:

AMicrofinance in Cambodia IFC's Mekong Project Development Facility and the

United Nations Development Programme provided financial
ACLEDA Bank Ltd. opened its doors just recently, on and technical support for the transformation. The technical
October 7, 2000. But its name is already well known among assistance enabled ACLEDA to bring its policies and practices

Cambodia's small-scale entrepreneurs. in line with international accounting standards and its internal

structure in line with international commercial banking

Established in 1993 as the Association of Cambodian Local standards, making it attractive to new investors. IFC has since

:==4* Economic Development Agencies, ACLEDA began as a joined KfW of Germany and FMO and Triodos Bank of the

nonprofit, nongovernmental organization funded by Netherlands in buying a 49 percent stake in the new bank.

international development organizations. Today it has evolved These new capital resources are allowing ACLEDA Bank to

into a regulated for-profit institution with $22 million in assets scale up its microcredit operations by more than 40 percent

that is Cambodia's leading provider of microcredit, holding over the next two years.

more than half the national market. Its 45 branches have lent

$15.5 million to nearly 60,000 emerging entrepreneurs- ACLEDA Bank will also offer savings and fixed deposit-taking,

80 percent of them women, and most living in Cambodia's business services long needed but out of reach for Cambodia's

poverty-stricken countryside. Average loan size is $273, with rural small-scale entrepreneurs. Other services will include cash

a nonperforming rate of only 4.8 percent that compares management, wire transfers, and-down the road-specially

favorably to many larger commercial banks in Cambodia. designed insurance products, said ACLEDAs vice chairman,

John Brinsden. A former senior executive at Standard

ACLEDA's decision to transform itself into a commercial bank Chartered, he was sent to the bank with financial support

was the direct result of its success. Its first five years, in which from IFC's Japanese trust fund.

ACLEDA rapidly expanded to cover 13 of Cambodia's 21

provinces, showed that loans could be provided to the With significant additions to its staff over the past six months

country's small business owners and farmers at a profit. and further expansion planned, ACLEDA will be able to open

General Manager In Channy and his colleagues realized that four new offices and extend its services to another 25,000

if ACLEDA could wean itself from dependence on donors and entrepreneurs.

operate as an independent commercial entity, that would not

only ensure its long-term sustainability but also increase growth For more information: John Brinsden, ACLEDA Bank

potential by diversifying funding sources to include equity (johnbrinsden@bigpond.com.kh).

i injections, commercial interbank loans, and public deposits.



SEED in Kosovo until a stronger local financial sector is in place. SEED's efforts
in SME development are contributing to sustainable recovery

As part of their efforts to rebuild Kosovo's battered postwar at a time when Kosovo's final status remains unresolved and
economy, the World Bank and the European Union (EU) are foreign investors and aid agencies are still assessing their risks.
jointly funding a $10 million project that will provide credits for
small and medium enterprises. As the only available source of For more information: Christopher Miller (cmiller3@ifc.org).
substantial long-term loans to SMEs, this project can spur
growth in a region that traditionally has had a thriving small
business sector but now faces unemployment rates of 50
percent or more. New Equity Funds in South Africa

The lack of a commercial legal framework and reliable financial Most small businesses in South Africa do not attract invest-
and market information, however, makes it difficult for the ment from that country's venture capital industry. Local fund
institutions to find creditworthy entrepreneurs and channel managers generally see them as high-risk and lacking the
money to them rapidly. Help is coming from Southeast growth profile and investment potential that would make
Europe Enterprise Development (SEED), an IFC-managed them worthwhile targets.
multidonor SME initiative that opened as the Balkans Enterprise
Facility in September 2000. Research by the Johannesburg office of the Africa Project

Development Facility (APDF), however, challenges those
perceptions. Many local SMEs could indeed thrive and produce
above-average returns for investors, especially if given access
to minority risk capital backed up by management assistance
and training. For this reason, APDF has been working to
strengthen Khula Enterprise Finance Ltd., a government-
funded initiative for micro, small, and medium enterprises in
South Africa's disadvantaged population groups. Since Khula
works only with companies having annual revenues of

- i '- ,,,,n _ " R10 million ($1.4 million) or less, the assignment gives APDF
a good way to scale up its impact and reach more companies
at the lower end of its target range.

Since 1997 Khula has helped almost 91,000 small businesses
Signs of recovery: Reopened shop next to gutted building in Kosovo. obtain more than R234 million ($33.4 million) in loans from local

financial institutions. In 1999 it contracted APDF for assistance
Based in Sarajevo, SEED is assisting the consultants administering in helping its clients raise equity as well. The outcome was S
the World Bank/EU project by helping build an initial pipeline of strong APDF support for Khula (the Zulu and Xhosa word for
potential investees across Kosovo. In October SEED's team "growth") in developing, structuring, and launching three new
appraised the first financing candidate, construction materials regional SME equity funds.
manufacturer ABC Plast. Local reconstruction efforts provide a
booming market for the firm, which expects to receive a three- APDF reviewed the market and need for equity funds, advised
year loan of about $130,000 in order to expand its factory and on the concept, structure, location, and management of the
hire new employees. The firm paid a $300 fee for SEED's service, funds, and helped locate and select their managers. It also
which included advice on steps to improve financial manage- planned to work closely with the new funds in providing
ment and upgrade production facilities that will be required as a business advisory services and technical assistance directly to
precondition of disbursement. Two other companies have also enterprises seeking or securing financing.
been identified, a juice producer and a cardboard manufacturer.

The three new privately managed regional funds are capital-
The SEED initiative complements IFC's previous work with ized at R50 million ($7.1 million) each, with Khula investing
Germany's Internationale Projekt Consult GmbH and others about 40 percent in each case and raising the rest from other
to launch the Micro Enterprise Bank (MEB). MEB became investors. Two were started in 2000: the New Cape Equity
Kosovo's first postwar licensed bank when it opened in January Fund, based in Cape Town, and the MKN Equity Fund, based
2000. It has served over 22,000 clients to date and built a in Johannesburg. A third, targeting Gauteng and North West
total portfolio of more than $2.6 million. But its financing is provinces, is to be launched soon. Between them the three
limited to micro and small enterprises, typically providing funds are expected to invest in up to 200 firms over the next
loans of $450 to $9,000. five years, scaling up APDF's impact on the local small business

sector considerably.
By building a clientele for the World Bank/EU line of credit, SEED
is now helping provide an efficient conduit for larger companies For more information: John James (jjames@ifc.org).



W 4ji Partner Profile: FUNDES Internacional FUN DES '3

It's been 17 years since the late Archbishop Marcos McGrath of Panama challenged Swiss
industrialist Stephan Schmidheiny to use his business acumen to bring more widespread
economic benefits to Latin America.

Today, the nonprofit organization they jointly
founded is a cutting-edge player in small
business development in the region. FUNDES, FUNDE
the Foundation for Sustainable Development
in Latin America, offers a unique service model at a ance
with a strong track record of cost recovery and
replicability. WHAT IT IS: A Costa Rican-based foundation

targeting SMEs in Latin America.
FUNDES initially managed a regional loan guarantee
program. But by 1996 it had realized the limitations MISSION: Expanding entrepreneurs' access to
of this approach and instead began offering an management know-how; financing and promoting
integrated service package. A consulting arm was set initiatives to improve local business environments.
up to diagnose SME problems and recommend solu-
tions. FUNDES put programs through the "acid test of HOW IT WORKS: With an annual budget of
the market," providing only those that business owners $8 million, oversees a network of 10 country affiliates
would find useful enough to pay for. providing a range of SME support services. Also owns

a microfinance institution in Panama and has invested
The response has been overwhelming. Annual consulting in a Latin American microfinance investment vehicle
revenues have grown from $474,000 in 1997 to $1.7 million (Profund) and the Bolivian Risk Capital Fund. Recoveis
today and are on target to rise by another 50 percent three-quarters of its operating costs from client fees;
in 2001. Charging average fees of $35 per hour, FUNDES remainder comes from Switzerland's AVINA Foundation
reaches 33,000 SMEs a year in Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Costa and local private sector partners in Latin America.
Rica, Mexico, and Venezuela. Each of the 10 country affiliates
is run as a 50/50 joint venture with the local private sector, and NEW PARTNERSHIPS WITH IFC: Expansion
they address the same issues major consulting firms tackle for big into new Latin American markets; pilot program in
business clients: strategic planning, sales and marketing, business South Africa and Nigeria; also a partner in Institute
processes, supply and distribution management, e-business. for SME Finance in Washington, D.C.

Clients are encouraged to measure FUNDES's recommendations
against rigorous performance indicators. Professor James Heckman
of the University of Chicago, the 2000 Nobel laureate in economics,
found that a recent FUNDES impact study "sets the standard for
evaluating an important class of programs in an important sector of
the Latin American economy." For more information:

FUNDES also uses funds from the Inter-American Development Bank, Switzerland, Germany, FUNDES Internacional
and others to develop new initiatives. For example, FUNDES runs a weekly entrepreneurship ApDoS Potal7810
show on Chilean television and has radio programs in Colombia, Guatemala, and Panama. With Apdo. Postal 787-1005
a view to promoting environmental sustainability, it operates a consulting arm that helps SMEs
adopt the newest clean technologies. Tel.: (506) 290-3647

But for all its success, FUNDES currently reaches only a tiny percentage of its target market, and Fax: (506) 231-4429
has begun working with the World Bank Group on ways to scale up. The SME Department is E-mail:
supporting its entry into new markets in Latin America and joint efforts with the Africa Project internacionallfundes.org
Development Facility in South Africa and Nigeria. "FUNDES has a unique and very effective Web: wwwr fundes.org
model," said SME Department Director Harold Rosen. "We're anxious to do whatever we can (Spanish-language site)
to help extend their reach, and we want to pick up some of their approaches and lessons in
order to improve some of World Bank Group's own advisory services. We expect a growing
partnership between our two organizations this year." a



I\A E E _ [ _ Continuing our introduction of the World Bank Group's

AA E ET__ Small and Medium Enterprise Department.

T TE_r A M I A ELENA LEE
American (Chinese native)T E T E/-\ Current position: Budget officer,
SME Department.
Recent experience: Administrative
officer, World Bank Office of the
Publisher.

AMELISSA BRINKERHOFF RENE NGO
Amerentpositican: Senior program a | i American (Vietnarnese native)
Current position: Senior program Current position: Operations officer
officer, SME Department. for existing facilities, SME Department.
Recent experience: Senior advisor on Recent experience: Budget analyst,

- small, medium, and micro enterprise World Bank Water and Sanitation
development for USAID's Bureau for Program.
Europe and Eurasia.

_ RAMON CABO IRINA NIEDERBERGER
- [ |Filipino American (Russian native)

Current position: Program Current position: Program officer for
officer, SME Department. existing facilities, SME Department.

i ^ --- n l Recent experience: Portfolio Recent experience: Head of IFC
officer, IFC East Asia and Armenia office; project manager,
Pacific Department. Corporate Governance Technical

Assistance Project in Armenia.

ALEXIS DU ROY I HEIKKI NORO
Belgian Finnish
Current position: Investment officer, Current position: Senior investment officer, SME Department
SME Capacity Building Facility. and Southern Europe and Central Asia Department.
Recent experience: Investment officer, Recent experience: Senior investment officer, IFC Central
IFC Infrastructure Department; financial and Southern Europe Department; principal banker,
officer, IFC Treasury and Syndications European Bank for Reconstruction and Development;
Department. technical assistance officer, World Bank Asia Department.

JOHN JAMES 3 ALEKSANDRA SKORIC
_~ ~~~ ~Zimbabwear Sr American (Yugoslavian native)

_ -s 3 Current position: General manager, Current position: Investment analyst,
Africa Project Development Facility. az. SME business and Internet
Recent experience: Regional _ solutions/regional programs,
manager, APDF Nairobi and APDF SME Department.
South Africa. _ Recent experience: IFC Central

and Southern Europe Department.

CHANGING COURSE, from page 2

achieved their objectives. For example, in a study of Turkish banks We'll still make some direct investments in SMEs, but only where
we found that the money designated for SMEs did reach them, we have a very clear role to play: for example, in areas where
and that those banks would not have lent to SMEs without our there are no suitable intermediaries or where IFC's financing can
support. So this kind of work has to continue, with careful selec- have a high demonstration impact.
tion of the financial intermediaries we are seeking to bolster.
Indeed, it is increasingly becoming our primary tool in reaching We will also provide more technical assistance to SMEs. We'll
this crucial element of local economies. extend the reach of our SME project development facilities by

using Internet technology and contacting a much bigger audi-
Q. In sum, when it comes to investing in SMEs, what should ence. In the past, these facilities helped a relatively small number
IFC's role be? of larger SMEs each year. While this is commendable, the needs

out there are far greater. Our SME Department is working hard
A. We have decided to shift our concentration from direct on reaching out to this wider audience. We are encouraging
investment to investment through intermediaries. Recognizing linkages between foreign direct investment and SMEs, for
that our resources can be leveraged better through indirect example in Russia, where we're helping set up local supply
investment, we will help our member countries build financial chains to foreign companies like IKEA and Campina. We are also
intermediaries that serve SMEs. working with similar large investors in other countries to help

finance their local SME suppliers. m
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IN LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN. HOW TO DESIGN OPERATIONS
February 5-6, 2001, in Washington, D.C. CONSISTENT WITH BANK POLICY.
Sponsor: Inter-American Development Bank. Spring 2001 (dates to be announced), in Washington, D.C.
www.iadb.org/sds/eventjlist e.htm Sponsors: Private Sector Development; Financial Sector Developmen:.
EI-mail: vaniaa@iadb.org (Vania Altenburg-Lorenzo) Rural and Microfinance Thematic Group.

12th INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE MAINSTREAMING MICRO AND SME FINANCE
ON SMALL AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISES. INTO COMMERCIAL BANKING.
April 15-18, 2001, in Antalya, Turkey. March 2001 (dates to be announced), in Pretoria, South Africa.
Sponsors: World Association for Small and Medium Enterprises and Sponsors: Africa Region Private Sector Finance; SME Department;
Confederation of Turkish Craftsmen and Tradesmen. World Bank Institute; Private Sector and Infrastructure.
E-nmail: arun@wasmeinfo.org (Arun Agrawal) E-mail: aamuah@worldbank.org (Alex Amuah)

NEW PRODUCTS IN MICRO AND SME FINANCE.
ITraining March 2001 (dates to be announced), in Washington, D.C.

Sponsors: Financial Sector Development; SME Department;

BDS TRAINING PROGRAM 2001. World Bank Institute; Private Sector and Infrastructure.
August 5-23, 2001, in Glasgow, U.K. E-mail: aamuah@worldbank.org (Alex Amuah)
Spcnsor: Springfield Centre. BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT SERVICES.
wvEw.springfieldcentre.com April 2001 (dates to be announced), in Washington, D.C.
E-mnail: bds@springfieldcentre.com Sponsors: Europe and Central Asia Region; SME Department;

World Bank Institute; Private Sector and Infrastructure.
E-mail: aamuah@worldbank.org (Alex Amuah)

WORLD BANK GROUP/INTERNATIONAL
MONETARY FUND SPRING MEETING.
April 29-30, 2001, in Washington, D.C.


